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Introduction 

It has been suggested that linguistic cues have a major
influence on the development of number word meanings
as children “bootstrap” their understanding of number
through morphological and syntactic structures of the
linguistic system (Wynn and Bloom, 2007). Recent
research proposed that dual case marking in Arabic is an
accelerator of counting skills as Arabic learners were
faster than English learners to understand the concept of
‘two’’ (Almoammer et al., 2013). A study of bilingual
learners concluded that basic number concepts may
transfer in abstract form between languages once the
learner has grasped the principle of cardinality (Wagner et
al., 2015). The current study explores the relationship
between morphology and number concepts in bilingual
pre-school children, examining the relation between dual
case marking and number concepts tested in Arabic and
English languages.

Method

Participants

• 77 Typical developing Saudi bilingual children (3;00 -
3;11 years)

Material

1. Language test  English and Arabic Language were 
tested to determine the level of children’s language 
dominance language

2. Nominal number marking comprehension test (NNM)
identify children’s understanding of the nominal number 
marking; precisely the dual case marking in Arabic.    

Find: “شجرتين”

-/∫adʒarten/

- trees (dual)  

3. Give a number task  adapted from (Wynn, 1990) 
aimed to determine the children’s number knower levels. 

Results 

The difference between English and Arabic knower level:

There is no evidence of a difference in knower level 
between languages W = 329, p = 0.211. The relation 
between English and Arabic knower level is significant, z = 
3.418, tau = .329, p <.001

Ordinal Logistic regression to test prediction of knower 
level from language dominance, age and NNM:

English Knower level

Arabic knower level model

Summary 

• The majority of the children were “2-knowers” in both
languages.

• There is no difference between English and Arabic
knower levels. There is a strong correlation between
them.

• Results indicate no correlation between the English
and Arabic knower levels and language dominance.

• Age is a significant predictor of the English knower
level

• Age and dual NNM score are significant predictors of
the Arabic knower level

Conclusion

• Dual case number marking comprehension is strongly
associated with Arabic knower levels, independent of
age . As dual case comprehension increases, so does
Arabic knower level. This finding adds further strength
to the argument proposed by Almoammer et al. (2013),
that children's exposure to nominal number marking
accelerates their number concept development.

• The failure of Arabic knower levels to exceed English
knower levels requires further explanation

• The strong association between Arabic knower level
and English knower level suggests some form of
interaction between the two.

• Taken together, these findings may indicate abstract
transfer of number concepts between the two
languages.
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coefficient std.error t-value p-value

Lang.dom -0.131 0.187 -0.701 0.48

Age.range (39,43) 0.270 0.706 0.382 0.70

Age.range (44,48) 1.705 0.642 2.654 <0.01

Dual NNM .681 0.137 4.956 <0.01

coefficient std.error t-value p-value

Lang.dom 0.276 0.181 1.523 0.13
Age.range (39,43) 1.107 0.657 1. 684 0.09

Age.range (44,48) 1. 329 0.600 2.215 0.03

Dual NNM 0.161 0.113 1.422 0.15
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Arabic Knower Level

1 2 3 4 5

English 

Knower

Level

1 9 8 2 0 0

2 9 16 4 0 1

3 2 6 7 0 0

4 3 0 0 3 0

5 2 0 0 0 5


